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The Scout Association is delighted that Morrisons are supporting the Beaver Gardening Activity Badge, which will 
help thousands of young people to gain a better understanding of where their food comes from and how it’s grown.

This activity pack has everything your Beavers need to complete the badge and much more, with activities aimed 
at giving give them a background knowledge of what tools are needed for gardening, how to use them safely, and 
how the plants themselves grow. 

To complete the badge, the Beavers will need to help look after a garden or allotment for three months. How you accomplish this will 
obviously depend on where your scout meeting place is, and what outside space you have access to. A simple record sheet is included, but 
Morrisons have also added some information on how to grow different plants. This will be part of looking after a garden or allotment but 
will give the Beavers a very hands-on opportunity to do some gardening. Watching their plants grow is the culmination of everything your 
Beavers will learn, and should help to engender an enthusiasm in them for gardening and the natural world. 

The activity pack has been split into four sections to meet the requirements of the Badge.

This activity teaches Beavers how to use art to illustrate the seasons and how trees change their leaves throughout the year. Not only will 
the Beavers learn about the four seasons, they will also end up with four beautiful pieces of artwork to hang on the wall.

What EACH CHILD will need:
• The cardboard insides of 4 toilet rolls (or 2 paper towel rolls 

cut in half)
• Brown paint
• 4 sheets of card stock (light blue works best)
• Construction paper in green, yellow, orange and red
• Handful of popped popcorn
• Brown wool
• Tape
• Glue
• 4 pieces of string, about 8 inches long

What YOU will need:
• Whiteboard
• Magazine pictures, or pictures downloaded from the 

Internet, showing trees in different seasons, to show your 
pack later.

INTRODUCTION

BADGE REQUIREMENT 1:

KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO TREES IN EACH OF THE FOUR SEASONS

ACTIVITY 1: USE ART TO SHOW TREES IN ALL SEASONS
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THE ACTIVITY

1. Give out the materials listed above. 

2. Ask your pack to paint their toilet rolls with brown paint to form ‘tree trunks’.

3. While the paint is drying, show them how to tape each end of a piece of string to the back of each square of card stock – either so it will 
be portrait or landscape when it’s hung up. There must be enough slack in the string to hang the pictures up.

4. Once the cardboard rolls are dry, ask the Beavers to stick them onto the pieces of card stock, glueing a strip down the length of the roll 
rather than at the ends.

5. On the whiteboard, write up the four seasons and ask the children to copy them down on each of their four pieces of card, underneath 
the brown ‘trunk’.

6. That was the groundwork. Now take your pack outside, where they can see trees –  along the street is fine, but the more rural the better. 
Ask the children about the leaves on the trees and whether they think this has anything to do with the seasons, and which season it is 
now. Ask about what lives in the trees – are there birds, insects, fruit, flowers around in this season?

7. Back at HQ, explain how the Beavers can decorate their four pictures according to the season written underneath each ‘trunk’, and hand 
around the pictures you have brought in of trees in different seasons.

• Winter: Show them how to glue the brown wool onto the paper above the  ‘trunk’ to create bare branches.
• Spring: Suggest using light green construction paper to make leaves for the spring tree. They can glue the popcorn on to make flowers.
• Summer: Get them to use darker green construction paper to make leaves for the summer tree. They can also draw fruit on the tree or 

glue colourful buttons or circular scraps of red or orange paper for fruit.
• Autumn: Use the yellow, orange and red construction paper to make autumn leaves for the autumnal tree.

ACTIVITY EXTRA

• You could swap the toilet rolls with handprints to give the picture 
a more personal touch.

• Hang the pictures up in your Scout meeting place so you can 
enjoy all of the seasons no matter what the weather is outside. 
Throughout the year, point out the pictures of the seasons and 
talk about how the trees look outside.

This is a simple activity to elicit your Beavers’ understanding of different garden tools and what they are used for. First get the Beavers to do 
it for themselves, then run through each tool and explain its function(s).

It is important for Beavers to be able to use the gardening equipment safely before you let them use it. These activities will enable you to 
educate your Beavers about the safety aspects of gardening.

What you will need:
• Beavers’ Gardening Activity Packs

BADGE REQUIREMENT 2:

KNOW HOW TO USE SOME GARDENING TOOLS SAFELY

ACTIVITY 1: TOOLS FOR THE JOB
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THE ACTIVITY

Refer your Beavers to their Activity Booklets and ask them to put the right words in the blanks on their copy of the diagram below:

Fill in the blanks with the correct garden word or words

This is a _________

This is a _________

This is a _________

This is a _________

This is a _________

This is a _________

These are _________ These are _________

SPADE

RAKE

PLANT POTS

BAG OF SEEDS

WATERING CAN

TROWEL

GARDENING FORK

GARDENING GLOVES
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This is a simple matching game to gauge the understanding your Beavers have about garden tools.

This activity will bring the first two activities together and introduce the idea of safety. It is better that the children 
examine the tools carefully and come up with the dangers themselves so that the ideas will have more impact. 

What you will need:
• Pictures of the equipment below to stick up (or the real 

thing if you have them)
• A whiteboard to write the names up if you don’t have pictures

What you will need:
• A selection of garden tools, which could include a rake, spade, 

fork, trowel, hoe, pruners, etc.
• A sign for each tool.
• Lists of three or four ‘jobs’ that need to be done in the 

garden, for example: clear leaves; plant seeds; prune a rose 
bush; plant a tree; plant seeds; remove some stones from a 
flowerbed; loosen up some dirt for planting; cut some dead 
flowers off a tall bush.

ACTIVITY 2: UNDERSTANDING WHAT DIFFERENT TOOLS DO

ACTIVITY 3: TOOL DETECTIVE!

THE ACTIVITY

Use the descriptions below and read out one at a time. Ask your pack to call out what they think the equipment is that you are describing. 
They can choose from the pictures you have stuck up, or the words you have written on the whiteboard. Feel free to add others – for 
example a garden sprinkler, which is needed to to allow the grass to grow healthily, but is often banned in dry weather to save water.

GARDEN TOOL DESCRIPTION

Wellington boots It can be muddy gardening, these can keep your feet clean.

Garden hoe This tool has a long handle and a thin blade. It can be used for loosening dirt.

Spade Used for making bigger holes in the ground to plant larger vegetables, flowers or even trees in.

Trowel Used for making a smaller holes for young plants or seeds.

Watering can Plants need water - so keep this handy at all times. 

Gardening fork This tool can be used for loosening up dirt and digging up small root veg. 

Garden rake Can be used for clearing up leaves or mown grass.
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THE ACTIVITY

1. Place the tools and signs around the Scout meeting place.

2. Split the Beavers into groups of two or three, and give each group a list of 
three or four jobs. Next to each job should be a space where the Beavers 
can write down the name of the tool they would need to do that job.

3. Tell the Beavers they are going to be ‘Garden Tool Detectives’. You are 
going to give them a list of jobs that need doing, and they are going to 
examine each tool to decide which one they are going to use for each job.

4. Tell them they also have to identify the potential dangers of using each tool.  
Examples of a danger could be:

• It has a sharp blade so could cut someone.
• It has a long handle so you need to be careful if other people are around.
• It has a sharp edge which could cut them. 
• It is heavy so should be picked up carefully and care taken not to drop it on their foot.
• It has sharp blades, like scissors, so should be handled and carried carefully.

5.  Refer the Beavers to their Activity Booklets, where there is a ‘Spot the Danger’ cartoon containing six different potential dangers for the 
children to circle.

The following activities will help you to teach your Beavers about how plants grow and what they need to grow well.

What you will need:
• A whiteboard
• Beavers’ Activity Booklets

BADGE REQUIREMENT 3:

WHAT DO PLANTS NEED TO GROW?

ACTIVITY 1: THE PARTS OF A PLANT

THE ACTIVITY

1. Ask your Beavers to turn to the page in their books which has the 
picture on the right, with the words removed, and get them to fill in 
the blanks.

2. Call your pack together and discuss what a plant uses its different 
parts for. Once you’re all agreed on what it needs to grow, write up 
the basic points on the whiteboard:

• Water and other food must be brought up from the soil.  
(Roots)

• The plant must be upright and steady.  
(Stem)

• Water and food has to be transported from one part to another.  
(Stems)

• Food is made from the sun and carbon dioxide in the air.  
(Leaves)

• Attracts bees and insects to it, which help spread its seeds around.  
(Flowers)

3. Finally get the Beavers to put the right function next to the part of the 
plant that does it in the space in their Activity Booklets

PARTS OF A PLANT

Flower

Stem

Leaf

Roots
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Allow your Beavers to watch the growing process themselves with this easy experimental activity.

Allow your Beavers to watch the growing process themselves with 
this easy experimental activity.

What you will need (per child):
• A broad bean seed
• A glass jar, or clear plastic container
• Water
• Kitchen roll 

(After about two weeks):
• A small plant pot
• Some soil

What you will need
• Leaves
• Scissors
• Clear containers, or jars
• Water 
• Red food colouring 

ACTIVITY 2: GROW A BEAN

ACTIVITY 3: HOW DOES WATER TRAVEL THROUGH A PLANT?

THE ACTIVITY

1. Ask the Beavers to rinse out their jar or container and leave it wet.

2. Ask them to press the kitchen roll into the container.  

3. The bean is then slipped in between the kitchen roll and the 
container.

4. Each day the seed will have to be sprinkled with water, and it 
should be kept somewhere it can get plenty of sunlight. (You may 
have to come into the HQ before the next session in order to keep 
them sprinkled, unless your Beavers are taking them home.)

5. After about five days, the Beavers should notice that roots have 
started to form. This is called germination.

6. After a few more days, shoots start to grow and head upwards, 
looking for the light.

7. Soon the bean seeds will become little plants themselves, with 
leaves. Now you can get the Beavers to plant them in some soil in 
a little pot of their own.

imaginationtree.com
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THE ACTIVITY

1. Take your Beavers on a walk outdoors to collect various leaves.

2. Back at HQ, get them to snip off the bottom of each leaf stem 
and place each leaf in a clear cup filled about a third of the way 
with water. 

3. Let them each add some red food colouring to the water.

4. Get the children to observe the leaves very closely over the 
session, take their leaves home and watch them over the next 
couple of days.

5. The following week, ask them what they noticed.

 
FOLLOW-UP

At the following week’s session you can ask the Beavers if they noticed 
the red colour travelling up the leaf. You can explain that it was moving 
through the transport system of the leaf (Xylem Tubes), which take 
water and minerals up from the roots through the entire plant. 

THE ACTIVITY

1. You are going to explain that there are five main parts to the 
life cycle of a plant. Ask if the Beavers can come up with them 
themselves.

2. Then ask the children to draw the five parts in a cycle on one 
paper plate, making sure they use the same amount of room for 
each part. Ask them to be as creative as possible, but they must 
use a plant which produces fruit, so a tomato plant, or fruit tree, 
or even conker tree.

3. Show the Beavers how to cut one part out of a second paper 
plate, like a slice of cake, and stick the two plates together, using 
the split pin in the middle, so that the cut plate is on top of the 
one with the drawings.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

4. The children now have a life cycle which can be shown, one part 
at a time, by spinning the top plate around and exposing each 
part of the life process.

5. To finish off and introduce the next activity about photosynthesis, 
you could copy the following page and hand it out to your Beavers. 

Lig
ht 

En
erg

y

Carbon Dioxide

Water

Oxygen

This artwork activity will clarify the growing cycle of a plant, in this case a fruit tree. 

What you will need
• Paper plates, two per Beaver
• Split pins
• Pens, coloured pencils or whatever you like to use to 

make pictures
• Whiteboard
• Scissors

ACTIVITY 4: THE GROWING CYCLE

Seed

Fruit

Flower

Young
plant

Mature
plant
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P H O TO S Y N T H E S I S

Sun Light

Plant makes oxygen as a waste product. 
People and animals need oxygen to breathe.

Plant makes sugar 
to help it grow.

Water sucked 
up through the 
plant’s root.Sunlight

Carbon 
dioxide

Oxygen

WHAT HAPPENS 
INSIDE THE PLANT
The energy from sunlight 
turns water and carbon 
dioxide into sugar, 
which the plant uses 
to grow, and oxygen, 
which people and other 
animals breathe.

Sugar

Carbon dioxide
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THE ACTIVITY

1. Show the Beavers how healthy and green the leaves are, and 
explain that the green colour is a chemical called chlorophyll, which 
absorbs the energy from the sunlight and uses it together with the 
carbon dioxide in the air and the water from the ground to make 
food – or to photosynthesise. 

2. So in summary, a plant needs three things – Carbon Dioxide (CO2), 
water, and sunlight, to photosynthesise. Tell the Beavers that this is 
an experiment to show what happens when you take one of these 
things away – in this case, sunlight (although it could easily be 
done by removing water instead).

3. Ask the Beavers to get a small piece of masking tape, or foil, each, 
and cover a part of one leaf with it. (They must make sure more 
leaves are left uncovered than covered!)

4. Make sure the plants are watered and left in a sunny place until the 
next session.

5. At the following session, get the Beavers to remove their pieces of 
tape or foil, and see what’s happened to the leaves.

It’s a long word but one which will come up again and again as the Beavers go through school – so why not give a brief 
introduction to it now.

You can explain to your Beavers that plants take in carbon dioxide, water and light, and give off oxygen when they photosynthesise 
–  but in this simple experiment they are just going to see for themselves how light plays a part.

What you will need
• Depending on the size of your pack, a plant that all can 

see, or a few plants. These should be healthy, with plenty of 
green leaves.

• Aluminium foil or masking tape.

ACTIVITY 5: PHOTOSYNTHESIS

FOLLOW UP

Get the Beavers to notice how the leaves changed colour where they 
were covered up. When their observations have been made, make 
sure they remove all the pieces of tape or foil, water the plants, and 
leave them in a sunny place to recover.

How you are able to complete this part of the badge will depend very much on whether you have access to an allotment or a garden, or 
whether you are going to do this indoors with some garden planters outside for the relevant growing period. 

You could use a section of land outside your Scout HQ, and if this space is limited, grow vertically up the Scout Hut walls. 

Things to think about in terms of your site. It will need:
• Plenty of sun
• Easy access for the children
• To be near a water source (such as a hose or a water butt)

If it’s a small site, consider growing upwards. You could use a trellis against your Scout meeting place and grow your plants up the walls. As 
your plants grow, you’ll need string to secure the plant to its structure. Once the tendrils attach themselves to the structure, the plants will 
take off on their own.

BADGE REQUIREMENT 4:

HELP TO LOOK AFTER A GARDEN OR ALLOTMENT FOR THREE MONTHS. 
KEEP A RECORD OF WHAT YOU’VE DONE AND THE CHANGES YOU SEE. 
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Get the Beavers to generate a list of garden supplies and tools that 
you are going to need. Either bring in the tools, buy them from any 
Group budget you have, or assign each Beaver to bring in a different 
tool/item – or a mixture. See if they can come up with the following:

• Gardening gloves
• Watering can 
• Children’s garden tools (watering cans, trowels, hand rakes, hand 

forks)
• Trellises or stakes, and ties
• Hose pipe or water barrel
• Organic fertiliser
• Young plants and/or seeds
• Small plant pots

The table on the following page gives you some idea of the right time of year for growing and then harvesting certain plants. Check your 
timings with the plants you decide to grow. 

Let your Beavers decide what they want to grow, so they are involved from the start. If you are doing this badge in the spring there are many 
flowers that you could grow, but as part of this badge and with its relevance to allotments, it would be good to grow some foods. If they are 
the kind of children who refuse to eat vegetables and fruit in their daily diets, ask them to grow the foods for a member of their family.

ACTIVITY 1: GARDEN SUPPLIES

ACTIVITY 2: WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO GROW?

Garden themes you could create for your Beavers:
1.  A junk garden 

Broken watering cans, old wellies, a disused sink….any bits of junk will do for a container as long as it has holes in the bottom for 
drainage. Let’s assume you’re planting a Wellington boot. Put gravel or stones in the foot: this not only helps drainage but also stops it 
falling over  Now fill with soil. You could plant any sort of bedding plant – busy lizzies, petunias, pansies, geranaiums, and so on. Buy them 
as young, plug plants.

2. A pizza garden 
Create a herb garden containing all your Beavers’ favourite pizza toppings. When the plants are all grown, you could have a pizza night 
and invite parents in to enjoy what you have grown. Examples of the plants you could grow are tomatoes, onions, basil and coriander.
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WHEN TO SOW, GROW AND PICK!

CROP Jan Feb Mar Ap May June Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

BASIL SO SO PO P P P

BEETROOT SO SO SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

P P

BLACKBERRIES P P PO
P

PO
P

PO

BROAD BEANS SO SO SO SO P P P P SO SO SO

BROCCOLI SO SO SO SO
P

P P P P

WINTER 
CABBAGE

P P P SO SO

CARROTS SO SO SO SO
P

SO
P

P P P

CAULIFLOWER SO
P

P P SO SO
P

P P P P SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

CHILLIES SI SI SI PO P P P P

CHIVES SO SO SO P P P P

CORRIANDER SO SO SO
P

P P

COURGETTES SI SI SO
PO

PO
P

P P P

FRENCH BEANS SO SO SO
P

P P P

LEEKS SI
P

SI
P

SO
P

SO SO SO P P P P

LETTUCE SO SO SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

P

ONIONS PO PO P P P P PO
P

PO PO

PARSNIPS P SO
P

SO
P

SO SO P P P P

POTATOES PO PO PO P P P P P

PUMPKINS SI SI SO P P P

ROCKET SO SO
P

SO
P

P P P

RUNNER BEANS SO SO P P P P

SPINACH SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

SO
P

P

STRAWBERRIES PO PO P P

SWEET PEPPERS SI SI SI PO P P P P

TOMATOES SI SI SI PO PO P P P P

KEY: 
SI= Sow inside
SO= Sow outside
P0 = Plant outside
P=Pick
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TOMATOES
 
SOW: February to April

PICK: July to October

1. Fill an egg box or seed tray with compost and scatter the seeds 
thinly over the surface.

2. Cover with another fine layer of compost. Water lightly. Place in a 
sunny spot and wait for them to shoot.

3. When the seedlings look crowded, remove the weaker ones to thin 
them out. This will give the other plants room to develop strong roots.

4. After a few weeks, move each plant into a larger pot. Make a hole 
in the soil, pop in the plant and firm it around.

5. When the plants are twice the size of the pots, move them into 
their final home. Tie a cane to the tall stems and pinch out the 
side of the shoots.

6. The plants will flower and fruit. When you have about five 
flowering stems, nip out the top of the plant to encourage the 
fruit to develop and ripen. 

POTATOES
 
SOW: March to May

PICK: June to October

1. For the best results, buy seed potatoes from a garden centre. Put 
them in a cool, light place and wait for shoots to sprout up. This 
is called ‘chitting’.

2. Drill holes in the bottom of a large container such as a plastic tub. 
Add small stones for drainage and fill with a 10cm layer of soil.

3. Place about four chitted potatoes on top of the soil, shoots facing 
upwards. Cover with another 10cm of soil.

4. When the plants are about 15cm high, add more soil so only the 
tips are showing. Keep on doing this as the plants grow.

5. Once your plants have flowered and the tops start to die down, 
the potatoes are ready to eat. They need to be at least the size of 
an egg. Dig carefully with a trowel to check. 

GROWING CARROTS
 
SOW: March to July

PICK: June to October

1. Make a narrow trench in the soil with a trowel about 1cm deep. If 
the soil is dry, water first to make it moist.

2. Scatter the seeds in the trench and cover with a fine layer of soil. 
Push a plant label in at the end of the row.

3. When the ferny seedlings look crowded, thin them out to about 
4cm apart. You can eat the baby carrots you pull out. Make sure 
you wash them first.

4. To harvest your carrots, gently loosen the soil with a gardening 
fork and just gradually ease them out.

ACTIVITY 3: GET GROWING!

ACTIVITY 4: GARDENING DIARY

Here are three different foods you could suggest your Beavers grow to earn their badges:

Get your Beavers to complete a gardening diary to make a note of everything they have grown and what they have found during the 
growth. A blank gardening diary can be found in their Activity Booklets.


